Generation of test vectors for the VLSI devices used in contemporary digital systems is becoming much more difficult as these devices increase in size and complexity. Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) techniques are commonly used to generate these tests. Since ATPG is an NP complete problem with complexity exponential to circuit size, the application of parallel processing techniques to accelerate the process of generating test vectors is an active area of research.
I. Introduction
As the size and complexity of integrated circuits (ICs) continues to grow, the need for fast and effective testing methods for these devices becomes even more important. A significant portion of design time for ICs, and digital systems in general, is spent in generating test patterns that distinguish a faulty IC from a fault free one. In order to keep defective products from reaching the market, manufacturers must be able to test their product in an efficient and cost effective manner. Currently, up to one third of the design time for ASICs is spent generating test vectors [1] .
Testing digital circuits must include the two classes of digital circuits: combinational and sequential. For combinational logic circuits, only one test vector sequence is required for stuck-at fault detection. Sequential circuits inherently require the application of a series of test vector sequences for the detection of a fault. Hence, combinational testing is a subset of the sequential test problem. Most sequential test algorithms map the generation of test sequences to iterative combinational test methods. Further, Design for Test (DFT) techniques allow for the conversion of sequential circuits to combinational circuits for the purpose of testing. This conversion reduces the complexity of test generation for a sequential circuit to that of combinational logic. Therefore, efficient combinational test algorithms are needed to reduce the time spent in test.
Test generation can be achieved either by deterministic test pattern generation or by statistical test pattern generation. Deterministic test pattern generation uses a specific algorithm to generate a test for every fault in a circuit, if a test exists. Statistical test pattern generation randomly selects test vectors, and using fault simulation, determines which faults are detected.
This statistical method can quickly find tests for the easy-to-detect faults, but becomes significantly less efficient when only the hard-to-detect faults remain.
Deterministic test pattern generation uses one of numerous Automatic Test Pattern
Generation (ATPG) algorithms which normally utilize the gate level description of a system to generate a condensed set of tests. ATPG algorithms provide a mechanism to generate a test vector for a specific fault, and fault simulation algorithms are available which can determine if any additional faults are covered by a given vector. As a result, it is now possible to test large circuits within a reasonable period of time.
In addition to using algorithmic techniques to improve the efficiency of ATPG, parallel processing environments can be utilized to reduce computation time. There are several methods available to parallelize ATPG [2, 3] . These methods include fault partitioning [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , heuristic parallelization [8, 11] , search space partitioning [2, 7, 12, 13] , algorithmic partitioning [7] , and topological partitioning [14, 15, 16] . Of these methods, the simplest to implement is fault partitioning, which divides the fault list across various processors. It is this method of parallelization that is the basis of this investigation.
The techniques presented in this paper improve the performance of an existing fault partitioned parallel ATPG system for combinational circuits by introducing efficient interprocessor communications. Dynamic load balancing is used to reduce processor idle time.
Detected fault broadcasting [18, 19] is used to reduce the amount of redundant work performed in generating excess test vectors. This technique will be shown to be an improvement on the vector broadcasting technique proposed in [17] .
II. Background
This section presents the background for the paper. Included are discussions of PP-TGS, the fault partitioned parallel test generation system developed for this effort, and Mentat, the parallel programming environment upon which PP-TGS is based.
The Mentat Parallel Processing Environment
The Mentat parallel programming environment [20] was designed to provide an efficient easy-to-use, machine independent environment for developing and executing parallel programs.
Mentat includes a set of language abstractions based upon C++ and a set of portable run-time support facilities that provide separation between the programmer and the physical system. Mentat supports object-oriented design, location transparency, encapsulation of parallelism, automatic detection and management of communications and synchronization, and scheduling transparency.
There are two primary components of the Mentat environment, the Mentat Programming Language (MPL) [21] , and the Mentat run-time system [22] .
MPL is an object-oriented programming language based upon C++. C++ objects are used to encapsulate computation and indicate parallelism to the compiler. These objects are placed on remote processors for execution. Communication is realized through method invocations and returns on these remote objects. MPL programs are compiled using the Mentat compiler, MPLC.
MPLC translates MPL programs into standard C++ while introducing calls to the Mentat run-time library as necessary.
The Mentat run-time system provides for management of remote object instantiation, initialization, scheduling, and destruction. It also provides for communication between objects using the native communication protocol for the machine upon which it is running. In the case of a network of Unix workstations, the TCP/IP communication protocol is used. Mentat also provides fault tolerant capabilities in case one or more of the network processors fails.
Mentat presents a complete methodology for utilization of both homogenous and heterogeneous networks of workstations as distributed memory parallel processors. In addition to Mentat, there are other parallel programming environments that can make a network of workstations perform as a parallel processor [23, 24] .
PP-TGS Software
The Parallel fault Partitioning Test Generation System (PP-TGS) program consists of seven independent objects. Four of these, main, tgs, reader, and writer, exist only on the master processor. The other three, mini-master, test generator, and fault simulator, are distributed to every processor. The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1 .
The program begins when main is called. Main is responsible for initiating the PP-TGS system. Main invokes tgs, the global master, which creates the reader and writer objects. The reader reads the PODEM file from disk and maintains a circuit database. The reader is no longer needed after the system is initialized and, at that time, is deleted. The writer is responsible for collecting the test vectors as they are generated by the mini-masters. The tgs analyzes the circuit invokes the mini-masters on the remote processors, initializing each with a copy of the circuit structure and its own fault partition.
The actual partitioning of the fault list is performed in a preprocessing step. For the benchmark circuits considered, either input or output cone partitioning was used depending on the circuit. Input and output cone partitioning have been shown to produce the best trade-off of partitioning time vs. partition quality when used for fault partitioned ATPG [5] . In this context, partition quality refers to the degree of processing time balance among the partitions and the amount of "independence" in the fault sets of each partition. After a new test vector is generated, the mini-master passes it to the fault simulator. The fault simulator returns a list of all faults in the circuit that are detected by this particular vector. The mini-master marks all of the detected faults in its partition since separate vectors will not need to be generated for these faults. In the initial system, covered faults outside of the mini-master's partition are disregarded. This approach will result in redundant work as the other mini-masters generate tests for the already detected faults. Therefore, the resulting test set is larger than necessary, a major limitation to speedup in this version of the system. The runtimes in this system are also increased by the fact that some mini-masters finish their fault list ahead of the others, i.e.
the load across the processors are unbalanced.
As new vectors are generated by the various mini-masters, they are reported to the writer object which eliminates any duplicates. When all faults in a particular mini-master's fault list have either been marked as detected or as uncovered, that processor has finished. When all processors have completed their work, the writer reports the total number of test vectors generated, the number of vectors in the test set after duplicates have been eliminated, the percentage of faults covered by the test set, and the time it took for the PP-TGS software to run. The writer can also write the list of generated test vectors to a file. A simple flow chart of the test generation process without any interprocessor communication is shown in Figure 2 .
The test generator uses the PODEM [25] test generation algorithm. The test generator receives a fault from the mini-master and, if possible, generates a test for the fault. The resulting test is then returned to the mini-master. A backtrack limit is included to limit time spent processing redundant and hard-to-detect faults.
The fault simulator used is FSIM [26] , one of the fastest combinational fault simulators available. FSIM uses parallel pattern single fault propagation to achieve its improved performance. Because FSIM simulates one fault at a time, only the fault's propagation zone need be evaluated. The propagation zone of a fault for a given test vector is the set of gates whose inputs are effected by the presence of that fault in the circuit. Hard-to-detect and redundant faults have inherently short propagation zones and, therefore, do not take long to simulate for most individual vectors. This is an important benefit because hard-to-detect and redundant faults must be simulated many times throughout the ATPG process. Easily detected faults tend to have long propagation zones, but because they are easily detected, these faults are normally only fault simulated for a small number of test vectors. Therefore, for combinational circuits, single fault propagation is a faster technique than concurrent (parallel) fault propagation [27] . Other, more efficient, test generation algorithms such as those used in [28] and [29] could be implemented in the PP-TGS system simply by incorporating them into the test generator object.
The remainder of the objects in the system would remain unchanged. The performance implications of this change are discussed in Section 4.6.3.
Modifications to PP-TGS
The major limitation of the original PP-TGS software was the lack of interprocessor communications during ATPG. First, since there was no load balancing among the processors, there was a problem of processors becoming idle before the test generation process was complete.
Also, the lack of communication of detected fault information caused a considerable amount of redundant work to be performed.
Dynamic Load Balancing
The PP-TGS system statically partitions the fault list prior to fault processing. As stated previously, it is impossible to effectively partition the fault list apriori such that the workload for all processors is equal. Dynamic load balancing allows the fault list to be repartitioned at runtime when workload imbalances are detected. As demonstrated in [4, 5] , dynamic load balancing can significantly improve the performance of fault partitioned ATPG by minimizing processor idle time.
The basic test generation process, as described in the previous section, was modified to include remote method invocations to provide a means of splitting the fault list between a busy and an idle processor. The additional code performed the following tasks: The flow chart for the test generation process with the addition of dynamic load balancing is shown in Figure 3 . Once a mini-master has finished test generation on its fault list, it broadcasts a message to all of the other mini-masters that it is idle and looking for work. It performs this broadcast by invoking the work_status method on every other mini-master. The remote mini-masters reply to this method invocation by sending the number of faults they have left unprocessed to the idle mini-master. This reply is performed by invoking the rpt_work_status method on the idle mini-master. This asynchronous communication method of invoking a remote method and having the reply sent back through another remote method invocation, instead of simply waiting for a reply was used to avoid deadlock. Deadlock could occur if, when using the call-and-wait method, two processors happened to call each other simultaneously looking for work.
When the idle mini-master finds a busy mini-master, it splits the busy mini-master's list through the split_list and split_store_faults methods. After the new faults are stored, the test generation process is continued. Termination is detected when every mini-master responds with a rpt_work_status call with no faults left unprocessed, at which point the idle mini-master will exit.
Detected Fault and Generated Vector Broadcasting
As discussed in Section 2.2, the major limitation to the performance of the PP-TGS system is the generation of redundant test vectors for faults already covered by test vectors generated on remote processors. This research compares two methods for eliminating this problem: detected fault broadcasting [18] and generated vector broadcasting [17] . Both methods were added as options to the base PP-TGS system.
Fault broadcasting occurs during the fault simulation phase of ATPG. In the fault broadcasting system, the mini-masters invoke fault simulation on local copies of the global fault list. When a processor generates a vector to cover an assigned fault, the mini-master often discovers that extra faults are covered that are not in its local partition. In response to this event, it sends a message to all the other processors informing them of the additional faults. This activity enables the appropriate mini-masters to eliminate those faults from their partitions, as they have already been detected. Because fault broadcasting decreases the number of test vectors generated, it decreases program execution time and generates shorter fault detection experiments.
Fault broadcasting during parallel ATPG for sequential circuits was presented in [19] . The system presented in [19] synchronizes the processors after every test generation pass and requires that the entire global fault list be broadcast during fault broadcasting. The system presented herein is asynchronous, in that no processor has to wait for faults to be broadcast from other processors.
Also in this system, only newly detected faults are broadcast. Vector broadcasting occurs after the test generation phase. Prior to fault simulation, the mini-master sends the newly generated vector to each of the other mini-masters. The remote mini-masters perform fault simulation on the vector and eliminate any detected faults from their own copy of the global fault list. Experiments revealed that no significant benefit could be gained by simulating only those faults in the local partition, because the fault simulator spends the majority of its time in good circuit simulation.
Since fault simulation is deterministic, vector broadcasting and fault broadcasting communicate the same information. The distributed vectors can be considered encoded versions of the fault broadcasting information and the remote fault simulators can be considered decoders. Because distributing test vectors involves communicating smaller packets of information than distributing detected faults, there is less communications overhead associated with vector broadcasting. The price of lower communications cost is that every test vector must be simulated by every fault simulator. This approach introduces redundant processing directly proportional to the number of processors in the system. The use of generated vector broadcasting rather than detected fault broadcasting trades redundant computation for improved communications.
To implement detected fault broadcasting, the ATPG system was modified to include remote method invocations to provide a means of disseminating the information regarding the remotely detected faults among the processors. Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the test generation process with dynamic load balancing and detected fault broadcasting. During fault broadcasting, the local mini-master sends its list of detected faults to the other mini-masters through an invocation of the found_faults method. The found_faults method eliminates the detected faults from the remote mini-masters' fault lists.
In addition, a version of the PP-TGS system was developed to implement vector broadcasting. Figure 5 shows the flow chart of the test generation process with dynamic load balancing and generated vector broadcasting. Vector broadcasting is accomplished by passing generated vectors to the remote mini-masters through the vector_broadcast method.
Vector_broadcast invokes fault simulation and fault dropping on the processor on which it resides, thereby eliminating covered faults from further consideration.
III. Results
All versions of the PP-TGS software were executed on a network of eight Sun SPARC2 Results are presented for four different communications configurations: no communications, load balancing only, detected fault broadcasting and load balancing, and vector broadcasting and load balancing. Table 1 records the execution runtimes of the various communications configurations. Table 2 displays the size of the test sets and the fault coverage.
The runtime results do not include program instantiation and initialization time. 
Dynamic Load Balancing
Dynamic load balancing almost always improves system performance since it involves relatively little communications overhead. given time. Because this limit will not be reached until the very end of the ATPG process when the fault lists exchanged are quite small, there is little opportunity for data collisions on the network. Therefore, the most significant communications penalty associated with dynamic load balancing is synchronization delay.
The dynamic load balancing system was tested in order to determine with which busy mini-master the idle manager should share work. The idle mini-master could select either the busy mini-master with the most work, thus minimizing the number of load balancing calls, or the first busy mini-master to respond, thus reducing synchronization delay. Analysis revealed that hard-to-detect faults impede response to work_status calls. Because the test generator is not interruptible, once a processor begins test generation on a hard-to-detect fault, it cannot respond to requests to share faults. If the idle processor is to accept work from the busiest processor, it must wait for all processors to respond before load balancing. This situation leaves the processor idle for extended periods of time. For medium to large sized circuits, the best results are obtained by selecting the first busy mini-master to respond to the work_status call. The results in Table 1 , Figure 6 , and Figure 7 show that the performance of the PP-TGS system improved significantly with load balancing.
An experiment was conducted to determine if any benefit could be gained by using an interruptible test generator. The results of this experiment indicate that interruptible calls present no significant performance benefit because the overhead associated with interrupting the test generator negates the advantages of allowing processors to respond faster to work-status calls.
However, the system presented herein uses a fairly low backtrack limit during test generation, so the maximum latency of response to work_status calls is limited. If a larger backtrack limit is used, a greater benefit for interruptible test generation would result. Test set size increases and reported fault coverage decreases as the number of processors increases if there is no communications. These results, shown in Table 2 and Figure 8 , are similar for all circuits tested. This change is related to the number of fault partitions. Faults that would have been detected by the same vector had they been in the same partition must now be detected by separately generated vectors. Usually, the two generated vectors are not identical at every bit because the don't care inputs in the vector present after test generation are filled in with random '1' and '0' values for fault simulation. Therefore, these vectors are not identified as duplicates.
This same partitioning issue is responsible for the decrease in reported fault coverage.
Hard-to-detect faults covered by vectors generated in other fault partitions will not be marked as detected. While this approach reduces reported fault coverage, it should not effect actual fault coverage. When the PP-TGS system is run without communications, the number of partitions is equal to the number of processors
The test set and fault coverage problems are even worse with dynamic load balancing.
Every time load balancing is invoked, an existing partition is divided into two new partitions.
Although these new partitions have fewer faults than the original partitions, they produce the same effect as adding more processors to the network. Faults that would have been covered by the same vector had they remained in the same partition are now covered by separately generated vectors. The test set that results is larger than it would have been without load balancing. This increase in fault partitions is also responsible for the decrease in reported fault coverage.
Detected Fault and Generated Vector Broadcasting
For the multiple processor case, the increasing number of vectors generated is the result of redundant work performed to generate vectors for faults covered on remote processors. For the larger benchmark circuits, this redundant work is the major limit to the speedups achieved by the PP-TGS system without interprocessor communications. For the smaller benchmark circuits, speedups were limited by the grain size of the parallel algorithm.
Detected fault broadcasting and generated vector broadcasting are two methods of eliminating the redundant fault processing introduced by fault partitioning. They effectively merge the local partitions across the network into one inclusive global partition. Any fault covered by a generated vector is marked as covered, whether or not it is located in the partition from which the vector was generated. By reducing extraneous calls to the test generator, much of the redundancy that plagues fault partitioned ATPG can be eliminated. As observed in Table 2 and Figure 8 , the size of the test set grows very little with respect to the uniprocessor case. The increases that do occur can be attributed to the latencies involved with fault communications. The smaller test set leads to speedups which are much closer to linear, as seen in Table 1 and Figure 7 .
There is an additional benefit in that the reported fault coverages in Table 2 are much more accurate.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, fault broadcasting and vector broadcasting communicate the same information to the remote partitions. Fault broadcasting fault simulates the global fault list on each processor and distributes the list of detected faults to the remote processors. Vector broadcasting distributes the reported test vectors to the various mini-masters prior to fault simulation. The mini-masters then perform fault simulation on the received vectors in order to determine the detected faults. As discussed previously, the broadcast vector can be considered an encoded fault list and the fault simulator a decoder. Fault broadcasting reduces redundant processing at the cost of additional communications overhead. Table 1 and Table 2 show the comparison of fault broadcasting and vector broadcasting. Generated vector broadcasting suffers from an important scalability problem. This problem is apparent from Table 3 , which displays the total runtime and the average time spent in test generation and fault simulation for several of the tested circuits. Figure 9 depicts the average test generation and fault simulation times for s9234. The results were similar for all circuits. For fault broadcasting, fault simulation times decrease proportionally as the number of processors increases. However, with vector broadcasting, fault simulation times actually increase slightly.
Because the processors spend a lot of time fault simulating the vector broadcasting calls, the latency with which each processor receives and processes the fault information increases.
Therefore, faults cannot be quickly marked as detected and test generation will be performed on some faults unnecessarily, increasing the time spent in the test generator. With vector broadcasting, every vector generated during ATPG must be simulated by every fault simulator.
Since the number of generated vectors slowly increases with increasing processors, fault simulation times on each processor increase as well. This situation places an absolute limit on runtime improvements that can be achieved with vector broadcasting, no matter how many processors or how fast a test generator is used. The additional communications overhead incurred by fault broadcasting is much less than the redundant fault simulation time required by vector broadcasting.
In the PP-TGS system, the fault simulator is much faster than the test generator. This is the worst case scenario when comparing fault broadcasting to vector broadcasting. If the test 
IV. Analysis of Detected Fault Broadcasting on System Performance
In order to determine the efficiency of the detected fault broadcasting technique on various system parameters such as fault simulation time, test generation time, and communications latency, a set of analytical models was developed. The methodology presented was based upon the work presented in [5] . This set of models was used to analyze the costs associated with the various components of the PP-TGS algorithm. The number of undetected faults left after test vectors have been generated can be modeled as , where F o and k are constants that are defined to minimize the error introduced by the model and T 1 is the number of tests required for ⁄ maximum fault coverage [5] . This relation is illustrated in Figure 10 and is used in the analytical models to predict the behavior of the parallel ATPG system.
Analysis of PODEM Complexity
A detailed analysis of the complexity of PODEM demonstrated that the time for test generation can be determined from the number of backtrace, backtrack, imply, and objective operations required to generate a test [31] . Unfortunately, these numbers are difficult to estimate apriori. However, experimental evidence demonstrates that with a carefully chosen set of random faults that require multiple backtraces, backtracks, objectives and implies, the average time spent in each step of the PODEM model can be represented as the average time spent in test generation for the sample set [31] . In actuality, two constants can be estimated, the approximate cost per successful test generation pass, and the approximate cost per aborted test generation pass. The predicted cost of PODEM is therefore:
where is the number of successes and the number of aborts for the sample set.
Analysis of FSIM
FSIM uses a single fault propagation algorithm that simulates a fault for a given vector until it is detected or determined undetectable for the current vector. First, a good value simulation is performed for the vector. The time required for the good value simulation is proportional to the number of gates in the circuit. FSIM then simulates each fault in the fault list against the current test vector. Easily detected faults have long propagation zones but will be detected after the simulation of relatively few test vectors. Hard-to-detect and redundant faults tend to have short propagation zones but require the simulation of more vectors for detection. The result is that the Number of Test Vectors Generated Faults Left to be Tested Figure 10 . Model of undetected faults [5] .
total number of calculations required per fault is fairly constant over the entire test generation process [27] .
The time required to perform fault simulation can be modeled as a linear combination of the time required to perform good value simulations for every vector, , and the total simulation time for every fault, . 
Analysis of Dynamic Load Balancing
Whenever a processor becomes idle, it invokes work_status, which queries the other processors in the system to determine if they have work to share. Every processor, except for the processor requesting work, responds using rpt_work_status. The idle processor selects the first processor responding with available work to minimize its idle time. Because processes are non-interruptible in this implementation, there is a variable delay associated in an idle processor's wait for a response to its query for work. A queried processor typically would be performing ATPG, and must complete both test generation and fault simulation before responding. The amount of time that an idle processor must wait for a response can be modeled by assuming that each processor runs a fixed time loop with random starting times. Using the average time required for both test generation and for fault simulation as the loop time, the time required for a busy 
processor to respond to an idle processor can be modeled using a uniform distribution as shown in Figure 11 , where is the average ATPG time per fault. The distribution function is:
Whenever a single processor is queried, the probability that its response time will be less than or equal to some time t is:
Similarly, the probability that the response time will be greater than t seconds is:
When two or more processors are queried for work, the likelihood that any of the processors' response time will be greater than t seconds is:
Since the response time for each queried processor is uniformly distributed, as shown in Figure   11 , the probability that a processor will be unable to respond before some time t is equivalent across all processors. Therefore, equation (4-7) can be expressed as: (4-8) and the probability that one or more processors will respond at some arbitrary time t that is less than t is:
(4-9) τ 0 t seconds 1/τ Figure 11 . Uniform Distribution representing the atpg method t f(t)
The expected value of the response time for the first processor with available work to an idle processor's query can be derived with the use of equation (4-9).
The expected value for the response time is:
, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) and substituting the derivative of equation (4-9) in equation (4-10) yields:
In this case, z can be expressed as the number of processors in the system that can respond to the processor requesting work: (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) where N is the total number of processors in the system. Substituting equation (4-12) into equation (4-11) yields: (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) which is the average response time that an idle process must wait before selecting a processor with which to share work.
It should be noted that this expected value representing the average response time will be optimistic for two primary reasons. First, the above analysis assumed that the number of processors available to share work is a constant. In reality, the number of processors with available work is a function of the partitioning and will decrease as the number of detected faults increase. This decrease will cause the effective value of N to decrease. Secondly, at the end of the ATPG process, only the harder to detect faults remain. Since load balancing is typically invoked towards the end of ATPG, the time spent performing an atpg method will typically be greater than the average time required to perform ATPG per fault. This increase in average ATPG time will cause the effective value of τ to increase.
When a processor responds with work to share, the idle processor then invokes split_list.
The amount of time required to split the fault list between the two processors is determined by the number of faults being transmitted between an idle processor and a busy processor and the latency
associated with the size of the fault list. Therefore, the average per processor cost in time associated with dynamic load balancing is:
, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) where τ is the average time to complete an atpg method, is the system latency associated with an idle processor's request for work, is the time required to split a fault list, is the system latency associated with the passing of undetected fault lists, is the number of times that processor m invokes work_status and is the number of times that processor m invokes split_list.
Analysis of Detected Fault Broadcasting
During the detected fault broadcasting process, each processor collects the list of detected faults not contained within its own fault list so that this information can be distributed to the other processors. As this information is returned from the fault simulator during fault_dropping, it is placed in a packet, and passed to the other processors through found_faults. Packetization of the fault information is required because the number of faults broadcast after any given fault simulation step is variable and allocation and passing of a fixed data structure that is large enough to hold the maximum number of faults to be broadcast is very inefficient.
This packetization of faults means that the latency is proportional to the number of faults to be passed among the processors, even on a network where message setup dominates message transmission time. This fact, along with the fact that the amount of detected fault information being communicated among the processors decreases exponentially as the number of generated test vectors increases, means that the cost of detected fault broadcasting decreases as the number of generated test vectors increases. The average cost in time associated with detected fault broadcasting including local fault processing time can be represented as:
, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) where N is the number of processors in the system, is the number of test vectors generated by the mth processor, is the number of detected faults to be broadcast by the mth processor for the nth vector generated, is the average communications time per fault broadcast, and is the time required in the destination processor for receiving and dropping the detected faults.
The value for can be extrapolated from the expression representing the test generation/fault simulation process. Since this expression represents the number of faults left to evaluate after z test vectors, the percentage of detected faults for a given test vector, z, is simply:
, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) and is:
, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) where is the fraction of detected faults not contained within the mth processor's fault list for its nth vector generated and is the number of faults partitioned to the mth processor.
Complete Cost for the PP-TGS System
The average time for the complete PP-TGS system is:
This formula can be used to project the speedup in the multi-processor environment. The uniprocessor model involves only the costs associated with PODEM and fault simulation.
Therefore, the speedup in a multi-processor environment can be represented as:
. (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) This equation can be used to predict the speedup attainable for a particular PP-TGS system.
Model Validation
In order to demonstrate that the models developed for the PP-TGS system are accurate, the models were used to predict the results of running the system in the Mentat parallel programming environment on a network of Sun SPARC2 workstations. This network supports multiple processes and its computational load from these processes ranges from very heavy during the day to just a few processes during the early morning hours. It was during the early morning hours that the data was collected.
Uniprocessor Environment
Initially, the software was compiled on a single Sun SPARC2 without Mentat. The ISCAS '85 benchmark circuit used to acquire the needed constants and to validate the software models was C7552. 
The complete fault list for C7552 contains 15,104 faults, and a sample set of 30 faults was used. When the PP-TGS system was run on the sample set, 12 successful tests were generated in 3.652 seconds and 3 aborts occurred in 3.948 seconds, resulting in a of 0.3043 seconds and a of 1.316 seconds. The fault coverage was 66.126%. Using the derivation of the exponential curve for fault simulation and the constants determined for C7552 [5] , the expression representing the percentage of undetected faults can be solved as follows:
, which results in .
Unfortunately, no model exists to predict the number of expected aborts. In addition, the sample set was not effective in determining the ratio of aborts to successes. Therefore, a complete The total time for the uniprocessor environment as predicted by the models is 558.766 seconds, and the actual runtime for C7552 was 517.869 seconds. The difference is 40.897 seconds (7.90%).
Multiprocessor Environment
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the models to the PP-TGS software, the results for the ISCAS circuit C7552 on 8 processors were analyzed. A complete ATPG run is required in order to determine the number of successes and aborts in test generation and the time required for Applying the approximation for the cost of test generation as described in equation to the N processor case yields:
, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) where is the number of successful vectors generated on the mth processor and and abort is the number of aborts on the mth processor. The number of successes and aborts can be assumed to be constant on various networks configurations. This assumption is validated by the results in Section 3.2. Equation (4-3) can be used to determine the fault simulation time.
For dynamic load balancing, it was determined that equation (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) could be modified for the purpose of analysis. Experimental data was obtained by instrumenting timers within the PP-TGS software. These timers were placed so that each parameter identified within the models could be measured. The collected data demonstrated that the time required by a previously idle processor to store and to sort a fault list and the time for a busy processor to split its remaining fault list was an order of magnitude less than the end-to-end communications time required to pass this information between processors. Additionally, the latency associated with passing messages among the processors to determine how many faults that a processor has left was determined to be insignificant in comparison to the other factors. As a result of these findings, these components could be ignored for the purpose of this analysis. Thus, the model for dynamic load balancing can be reduced as follows:
The latency associated with the transmission of a fault list packet, , can be found experimentally. It was determined in Section 3.1 that increases linearly with the number of processors.
The cost of detected fault broadcasting is dominated by the time required to broadcast the detected fault information between processors as opposed to the time required to drop the detected faults from the local fault list. Therefore, equation (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) can be simplified as follows for the purpose of this analysis:
where is the number of detected faults broadcast for the nth vector generated by the mth processor, is the time spent communicating the detected fault information by the mth processor and N is simply the number of processors in the system. Analysis in Section 3.2 reveals that varies linearly with the square of the number of processors.
Recall that equation (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) defined the value of . This equation can be used to determine an upper bound on the number of detected faults to be broadcast. Assuming a worst case scenario that every fault returned by the fault simulator is broadcast, the total number of faults broadcast by each processor, ,can be approximated as:
. (4-23) Thus, the sum of for a given processor equals the number of faults in that processor's fault list. Using this result for in equation (4-22) yields:
For the PP-TGS system running under Mentat, the costs associated with test generation and fault simulation calculated in Section 4.6.1 are not applicable because the serial version of the code was a C++ version without any Mentat overhead. Since the message passing latency between Mentat objects is significant even when the objects reside on the same processor [32] , this overhead must be included in the analysis on the speedup bounds. Therefore, the multi-processor version of the Mentat code had to be modified to run on only one processor to include the overhead associated with the communications among the mini-master, test generator, and fault simulator objects. The same set of faults used to test the non-Mentat version of the code were used. The implementation of the software with the Mentat required 3.8243 seconds for the generation of 12 successes and 4.0356 seconds for 3 aborts. is 0.3187 and is 1.3452.
Sample fault simulation times were once again taken after 60 and 90 passes through the fault simulator. The time per good value simulation was calculated to be 0.0776 seconds and the time to simulate all faults was estimated to be 1.5826 seconds.
Test generation on C7552 with interprocessor communications resulted in a test set of 302 vectors with 336 aborts. Using the approximation for the cost of test generation as presented in equation (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , the predicted time required for test generation and fault simulation was:
seconds, and seconds.
Cost TG 302 0.3187 336 1.3452 This information, , can be used to predict the cost of detected fault broadcasting for C7552 for N processors. For the analysis of C7552 on 8 processors, the experimental data for the time spent processing the detected fault information will be used. For simplicity of analysis it will be assumed that all faults are broadcast, a worst case scenario. The average cost per processor for broadcasting the detected fault information using equation (4-24) was:
seconds.
The total runtime cost for 8 processors from equation (4-18) was:
Cost total = Cost TG + Cost FS + Cost DLB +Cost DFB, and the predicted cost was 79.638 seconds. Table 4 reveals the actual and predicted performance for C7552 and S9234 on 8 processors.
The predicted speedup for C7552 was:
.
The actual speedup for C7552 on 8 processors was 6.454. Among the reasons that the actual speedup was less than estimated was the difficulty in estimating the time required for PODEM to generate tests. Additionally, the assumptions made calculating the effects of dynamic load balancing in regards to expected value of the response time among the processors also effected the predictions.
Predictions Using Model
As discussed previously, experimental data from the sample fault set must be used to determine the average test generation and fault simulation times. Experimental data from a full ATPG run on the parallel system must be used to determine the number of aborts, the number of load balancing invocations, and the time for processing broadcast faults.
Using data gathered from the sample test generation and fault simulation runs and the complete eight processor ATPG run, the model was used to predict the performance of the PP-TGS system on networks of four, six, twelve, and sixteen processors. The calculations performed to derive the times for the four processor model are shown below:
Given that scales linearly with the number of processors (Section 3.1):
, and seconds.
Finally, given that scales linearly with the square of the number of processors (Section 3.2):
, and seconds. Table 5 and Table 6 report the results of the model predictions for the C7552 and S9234
circuits. Figure 12 displays the results graphically. The predictions for the four and six processor networks were computed and compared to the actual run times. As noted earlier, the total number Cost TG 302 0.3187 336 1.3452 
V. Conclusions
As VLSI circuits become ever larger, the test generation problem becomes more important and more difficult. Parallel processing is an effective technique to help address this problem. The PP-TGS system is based upon fault partitioning but it includes enhancements designed to address the drawbacks of static fault partitioning, namely poor processor load balancing, and poor speedups and increasing test set sizes because of redundant test vector generation. The load balancing issue was addressed by adding a dynamic load balancing scheme similar to that used in other systems of this type. The issue of redundant vector generation and its effect on speedups and test set size was addressed by adding detected fault broadcasting. Detected fault broadcasting was shown to be an effective enhancement to fault partitioned parallel test generation. It significantly increases speedups, produces smaller test sets, and does not require careful tuning to achieve these results as required by other techniques such as test vector broadcasting.
Analytical models were developed to determine the cost of the various parts of the PP-TGS system and predict the effects of varying network size and algorithm speed on system performance. The models were verified using runtimes for some of the benchmark circuits. The models demonstrated that communications latency restricted the maximum speedup attainable on a network of workstations platform. Future work is planned to evaluate the necessity of algorithmic fault partitioning when using fault broadcasting during parallel ATPG.
